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Anonymous??? Why Anonymous?

We want ALL Wellness measurement to be anonymous because Wellness Risk Management
scores are  no one’s business except the client being measured. Thus, clients are sent a Guessing
Form which is now the second form sent to them. This second form asks them to provide a secret
codename. We append to that code name to make it truly unique. 

All documents, files etc. are saved only in the client’s full codename. If a client wants really strong
anonymity then they are welcome to get a special anonymous email address anywhere on the
internet, and use that email in the measurement program. We only identify people by their
codenames. People can opt for Internet workshops where we do not even meet them. Thus, they
have total anonymity.

However, getting oneself into a physical WRM workshop meeting is a fabulous way to meet
others who have similar problems where they can both barnstorm and troubleshoot persistent
problems. Each to their own we say. Physical meeting workshops will be arranged as needed.

Individuals can have a look at https://WellnessRisk.com.
Businesses can have a look at https://ChronicDiseasePreventionStrategies.com.

The measurement web site is https://TheQ.ca. But, don’t register there on your own now please.
Registering on one’s own is for those people specifically referred by a clinician just to get their
WRM Progress Chart scores. We now place EVERYONE into a research cohort and give them a
discount on WRM Workshop time. To get into a research cohort near you just send us an email
to info@WellnessRiskManagement.com asking to go into the WRM research program and we
will take it from there.

The measurement program is $9.95 CAD and the Research Program workshop fees are $79.95
CAD for two hours of workshop time plus four measurements at this present time. That price may
change without notice, but we are trying to keep it low until the program is well established.
Updates Fees can be viewed at https://theq.ca/workshop-purchase.html. People will click on the
first PayPal button fee structure using a credit card, debit card (debit card specifically for the
internet) a Paypal account, or people can send us an email eTransfer which we prefer.  Use the
workshoppayment email link on the purchase page please for eTransfers.
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